BUILDER’S GUIDE TO ENERGY EFFICIENT HOMES IN LOUISIANA:
INSULATION IDEAS
By
Howard Hershberg, AIA

The Builder’s Guide to Energy Efficient Homes in Louisiana (Builder’s Guide) is being updated to
reflect new code requirements. This is the sixth in a series of articles that will summarize the
information in the guide and highlight updates.
Foundation Wall Insulation: Foundation walls and other masonry walls are usually made of concrete
masonry units (c.m.u.) or poured in place concrete. Concrete masonry unit (c.m.u.) walls are usually
more difficult to insulate than frame walls because there is no convenient cavity to house insulation
batts.
Concrete Masonry Unit (c.m.u.) walls: Builders can insulate c.m.u. wall cores using one or a
combination of the following:
Vermiculite - R-2.1 per inch
Polystyrene inserts or beads – R-3.6 to 4.4 per inch
Polyuretane Foam – R 5.5 to 6.5 per inch
Unfortunately the substantial thermal bridging through the concrete connections between cores largely
depreciates the potential R-value derived from placing insulation in the cores. Please see figure 1
following.
Figure 1. Insulating Concrete Block Cores
(R-4 to R-6 overall)

Interior foam wall insulation: Foam insulation may be added to the interior of masonry walls,
however, it may have to be covered to resist damage and to meet local fire codes. In many cases ½”
drywall is sufficient for both of the above, but builders, architects, and home designers are cautioned to
consult local permit offices to avoid costly change orders in the field. Please see figure 2 following.
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Figure 2. Interior Foam Wall Insulation
(R-10 to R-14 overall)

Interior framed wall: In certain instances, architects or designers may detail and specify an interior
framed wall inside the masonry (c.m.u) wall. Standard frame wall insulation and air sealing techniques
can then be applied. Please see figure 3 following.
Figure 3. Interior Framed Wall
(R-11 to R-15 overall)

Lightweight c.m.u. products: Lightweight air-entrained concrete is a viable alternative wall system.
The aerated concrete can be shipped as c.m.u., or as panels. It combines reasonable R-values with
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thermal mass. Lightweight concrete masonry units (c.m.u.’s) weigh an average of 26.5 pounds versus
70 pounds for conventional c.m.u.’s. This boosts productivity. Lightweight concrete products can also
be cast as roofs and other horizontal structural components, which is impossible with conventional
c.m.u.’s. Both lightweight c.m.u.’s and lightweight masonry components reduce construction time and
overhead costs. Although lightweight c.m.u.’s don’t have significantly different R-values from standard
c.m.u.’s, the three factors above are increasing demand for lightweight concrete products. Please see
figure 4 following.

Figure 4. Lightweight Concrete Products
(R-4 to R-10 overall)

Insulated Concrete Form (I.C.F.) wall systems: Polystyrene or polyurethane can be used as
formwork for poured or sprayed structural concrete. Many of these systems can be very economical
where high heating/cooling expenses are prevalent. As with other exterior foams, the foam forms should
not be in direct contact with the ground, whenever possible, to avoid termites. If ground contact cannot
be avoided then use termiticide treated foam and place termite shield at the base of the wall.
Insulating crawlspaces in Louisiana is only advantageous where there is no chance of flooding, where
the humidity is below a relative humidity (RH) of 70% for most of the year and where heating degree
days (H.D.D.’s) considerably outnumber cooling degree days (C.D.D.’s). H.D.D.’s and C.D.D.’s can
readily be obtained from your local news station or from your local newspaper. Consult the FEMA flood
maps for flood information.
More information on energy savings features, and the full text of the Builder’s Guide, can be found on
the DNR Technology Assessment Division website at URL: http://www.dnr.louisiana.gov/tad and
click on the Builder’s Guide link.
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Figure 5. Insulated Concrete Foam Foundation Systems
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